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*Today Functionality in OneWorld®
By Boris Goldenberg
Editor’s Note: We want our
*TODAY! For those of you on
OneWorld who used to be on
WorldSoftware™, you probably
have noticed that *Today disappeared in OneWorld®. Gosh,
that was an incredibly useful
function and we want it back!
Never fear, Boris Goldenberg
has the answer. For those of
you who are wondering what all
the fuss is about, *TODAY
allows WorldSoftware clients to
tell the system to use today's
date for data selection, or
today's date minus a fixed
number of days. This is incred-

ibly useful when you need a
date or date range sensitive
report but don’t want users
having to go in and change data
selection criteria every day.

equals Today’s Date. One way to
accomplish this is to allow users
access to Data Selection, and
instruct them to change the date
every time the report is run.

Overview

This is not very elegant, or
secure. And it’s error-prone,
especially if the user is required
to use date arithmetic. For
example, the data selection
could be used to select only
Open Orders where Requested
Date equals Today’s Date–5, as
shown in Figure 1. This would
require the user to manually calculate days.

A very useful element that is
currently lacking in OneWorld is
the ability to run reports with
Data Selection using Today’s
Date. For example: Your shipping department wants to run the
Open Orders report R42620 on a
daily basis, selecting only those
orders where the Requested Date

Figure 1: Change Report Data Selection
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A far better way would be to put
the report on a scheduler so it automatically runs every day without
user intervention. To do this in
OneWorld you'll need to create vari-

Figure 2: User Selects Today’s
Date in Data Selection

ables called Today’s Date, Today’s
Date - 5, etc. (Figure 2), so the user
can select them on the Data Selection screen without having to key in
or calculate actual dates.

Procedure
The process of implementing
Today’s
Date
functionality
requires minor modifications to
the UBE reports. These modifications will be examined in full
detail in this paper. Here are the
required steps in a nutshell:

4. This variable is now available
to be selected in the Data
Selection’s right-hand section.
As an example, the R42620 Print Open Sales Orders Report
will be used.

1. Create a Report Header Section and make it invisible.

Step 1—Create a Report Header Section and make it invisible

2. Insert a Date variable in the
section. Change the name to
Today’s Date. Make this a
global variable.

Check out the R42620 object via
OMW and start RDA. Click on
Section➔ Create➔ Header/Footer➔ Report Header (Figure 3).
This will create a new Report
Header section at the bottom of all
existing formats (Figure 4).

3. In the DO section, assign SL
DateToday to the variable.
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